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Our President

[ CTTAM UPDATE ]

Business in a changed world
It is 2021 and we have remote work, virtual offices, online shopping
and delivery of almost anything we need or want. We don’t have
to do any of it face to face. Welcome to the new normal, what was
once a rare practice and used only by the technology savvy has
now become commonplace for everyone.
Ted Protosavage, C.E.T., MiM,
P.Eng., CTTAM President

The Covid pandemic

has changed everything,
from the way we interact
with each other to how
we complete our work and
daily tasks.

and e-commerce. Some
of these practices are not
entirely new but for many
non-users, the pandemic
initiatedthem and propelled
us into using them.

No one could have imagined
how Covid would change
business operations and
how quickly it would
transform the way businesses
operate. The long practiced
traditional processes,
procedures and standard
regular tasks that we have
all been accustomed to have
been catapulted into a new
virtual world. This is not
temporary, these changes are
here to stay.

Remote work, work from
home, and the virtual
office provided us with
convenience and flexibility
but with the good comes the
bad. These services did help
during the lockdowns but
there was a loss of personal
interactions, casual
conversations, and open
exchanges with other
organizational disciplines,
departments, and clients
required to carry out work.

To survive during the
lockdowns, everyone from
corporations to factories,
to mom and pop shops,
had to come up with
different strategies to keep
their businesses going and
engage with their customers.

Many people were forced
to embrace innovations
in technology, their
workloads shifted to the
cloud, and interactions
became all virtual.

These innovative approaches
have resulted in new
operations with the most
notable changes being
in remote work, supply
change management,

Many of us faced the
challenges of adjusting
to these new operations.
The successes of working
remotely required
coordination, connectivity,
and clear and concise
communication. These are
skills we all had to relearn
and apply.
The pandemic ushered
in a new way of buying
and selling with changes
to supply chain management
and the advancement
of e-commerce.
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To remain sustainable under
pandemic conditions, many
businesses had to offer
e-commerce and shoppers
had to adapt.
No longer could
we causally visit stores
for essential items.
We had to order them
online. Restaurants that
used to have only sit-down
dining, now offered takeout
and delivery services. Even
lottery tickets that were
only available at designated
retailers can be purchased
online.
For people who resisted
or were hesitant to shop
online, it has now become
a common or even a daily
practice.
Delivery services are
flourishing with the
transportation of online
purchased goods and
people open their doors
to a mountain of packages
on their doorstep.
The purchase of all types
of items and services has
shifted heavily to online.
The once long held and
trusted face to face
transaction suddenly
became an anonymous
and impersonal transaction.

Ted Protosavage is a certified
Civil Engineering Technologist and
a registered Professional Engineer
in the Province of Manitoba.
He has Diplomas in Business
Administration and Municipal
Engineering Technology from
Red River College. He also holds
a Bachelor of Science in Civil
Engineering from the
University of Manitoba and
a Masters in Management with
a specialization in Technology,
Innovation and Operations
Management from the
University of Winnipeg.
Ted’s experience evolves from
a variety of construction and
engineering work. Throughout
his career he has held positions
in both the public and private
sectors in various disciplines
of engineering that include
infrastructure, transportation,
structural, and environmental.

For many business to survive
during the shutdowns
required strong leadership
and the dedication of all staff
to adapt quickly to this new
way of buying and selling.
At first it seemed
impossible for a business
to run its operations
remotely or for us to
purchase everything
we needed online and have
it delivered to our door.
The changes that have taken
place offer us convenience,
flexibility, cost savings, and
larger selections, variety and
options to serve our needs.
Our world has changed and
it is not going to change
back. We have adapted and
moved forward.
After weathering the
pandemic and as business
operations resume in new
ways, we have to ask, how
will these changes affect the
workplace over the coming
decades and what will come
next?

[ CTTAM UPDATE ]

We are all on the same team in bringing an end to the spread
of Covid-19.

B

Ongoing commitment
to our members
With over 75% of eligible Manitobans receiving two doses
of the COVID-19 vaccines and over 81% receiving a single
dose, none of us have been spared from the disruption of the
pandemic and a different and constantly evolving world.
Covid impacts combined with drought conditions across
much of the Prairies, and with most of Manitoba still under
extreme drought conditions has led to some extreme
businesses challenges.
These disruptions have been posed some challenges
to CTTAM as well as our strategic partners.

Industry connections

Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba recently received funding
from the Manitoba Conservation and Climate’s Climate
Resiliency Training Project to improve the capacity
of Manitoba infrastructure professionals to access and apply
knowledge/tools on climate change adaptation in their work.
CTTAM was a participant in the preliminary Brace
engagement sessions. A key recommendation of this process
was the need for a training program to support professional
development on climate change adaptation.

Mandatroy vaccinations at learning institutions

Assiniboine Community College (ACC) and Red River College
(RRC) will require vaccinations as a condition for students and
employees to return and be on campus for the fall term.
This mandate starts on Friday, September 10, 2021.
The vaccine requirement on campus will be a staged
approach, with first doses required by September 10, 2021
and the second by October 17, 2021. All other existing health
and safety protocols currently remain in place.

Student monetary support

Last year, Red River College administered awards, bursaries,
and scholarships totaling more than $2.9 million to help
students achieve their academic goals. These awards are
intended to support students who have shown outstanding
abilities in academic or vocational areas and/or need financial
assistance.
Some students are experiencing extraordinary challenges
due to COVID-19 and may require emergency funding.
CTTAM remains committed to providing scholarships and
bursaries to the University College of the North, ACC and
RRC.
The CTTAM endowment fund has made it possible for
additional student support for those in emergency need.
For those members wanting to contribute to the endowment
fund, please contact us.

National Day for Truth and Reconciliation

CTTAM encourages its membership to observe the
Government of Canada’s commitment to reconciliation
and ensuring that the tragic history and ongoing legacy
of residential schools is never forgotten.
National Day for Truth and Reconciliation provides
an opportunity for each Canadian to recognize
and commemorate the legacy of residential
schools. This may present itself as a day of quiet
reflection or participation in a community
event. On September 30, Canadians from coast
to coast will come together in the spirit of reconciliation and
wear orange shirts in honour of Residential School survivors
in hope for a better future.

Robert (Bob) Okabe has been our CEO and Registrar since July 2015. He has a Civil Engineering
Technology Diploma from Red River College. Bob has served as Association President, Panel
of Examiners Committee Member, CCTT Director and past Chair and Program Reviewer for CTAB.
Robert D. Okabe, C.E.T., FEC (Hon.), IntET (Canada) — CEO and Registrar
The M anitoba Technologist — issue 4 2021 |
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[ THE INSIDER ]

CTTAM certified!

Being certified through CTTAM permits our members to use one of two
titles, Certified Technician or Certified Engineering Technologist. It also
allows the use of the designations C. Tech. or C.E.T., depending on the
type of certification. These designations are recognized by industry
and employers and indicate that you are a member of a professional
association. Certified members may also vote in the association’s
elections, hold office and participate on one of CTTAM’s many
committees. There are also many discounts on different services available
to our members along with access to the CTEN job bank at www.cten.ca.

Technicians

Jose Fabian Libatter, C.Tech.

Buhler Industries Inc.

Technologists

Antar Banik, C.E.T.
City of Winnipeg
Mitcheal G. Carels, C.E.T.
Barnes and Duncan
		Surveying
Khai Doan, C.E.T.
Wolseley Waterworks
Gbenga Thompson Fadiya, C.E.T. GA Technical Solutions
Mohammad Hajar, C.E.T.
BBE Hydro Contractors
Jordan Daniel Loewen, C.E.T.
Republic Architecture

Anil Mathew, C.Tech.

Price Industries
(Solution Air)

Matthew Schiak, C.E.T.
M.D. Steele Construction
Nabeel Mohammed, C.E.T.
Sigfusson Northern
Godwin Onyeka Ngbeken, C.E.T. Griffin Wheel, A
		 Division of Amsted Rail
Jayminkumar Patel, C.E.T.
Carfair Composites Inc.
Justin St-Amant, C.E.T.
Manitoba Hydro

Scholarship opportunity
Awards for members’ children

CTTAM is offering a $1,000 scholarship to the child of our CTTAM members. Our scholarship provides
assistance with expenses incurred while undertaking studies leading to a technician or technologist
diploma in a recognized program of studying engineering technology or applied science technology.
$1,000
SCHOLARSHIP

DEADLINE
SEPTEMBER 24, 2021

All submissions will be coded and the recipient
will be chosen by the lottery method.
The application form (PDF file) can be found
on our website. All qualifying students are
encouraged to apply.

We wish all students a great academic year
especially with learning taking
a different route with remote delivery
of courses being the only option for
most students.

Good luck to all scholarship applicants!
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[ THE INSIDER ]

Member profile

Bill Algeo, C.E.T.

Bill works as a building technologist. In this role he assists with essential tasks around construction
projects. He oversees a wide range of work, from monitoring building projects progress, commissioning
and handling any design issues after a building has been completed.

What is your job title and employer?
I work at the Health Sciences Center
(HSC)as a Building Technologist
(Semi-retired).
Where were you born?
I was born in Winnipeg but I have lived
and worked in Kenora, Saskatoon and
Toronto.
Which program of study did you take
and where?
I took the two-year Mechanical
Engineering Technology program
at Red River College (RRC). At that time,
it was a combined program of HVAC
and Manufacturing.
Who was your first employer after
graduation? What was your position?
I received a scholarship from
City Machinery Ltd and was offered

What were your interests in high
school/younger years?
In school, I spent most of my time
restoring an ‘58 Chevy, socializing and
playing soccer.
How did you get into your line
of work?
I was looking for a career change
when a fellow CTTAM committee
member posted a position at HSC
in Facility Engineering. I applied and
have been involved with health care
facility construction projects, in one
capacity or another ever since.
With over 30 acres of facility and
30-plus buildings ranging from
operating rooms to helicopter pads,
no two days are ever the same.
Did you have a person and/
or mentor in your life that influenced
your education and career choice?
My father was the Managing Director
and Registrar of the Engineering
Association in the 1960s.
At one point he welcomed
Terry Whiteman and the fledgling
MANSCETT team to share office space
with him.

a job upon completion of my studies
at RRC.
I was a technical sales representative
providing technical support for our
broad range of power transmission
products. It introduced me
to Manitoba’s wide spectrum
of industries and equipment.

Professional
information
As part of HSC Facility
Engineering, I have a seat
at the design team table for most
construction and renovation
projects. This allows me to bring
years of practical design
experience from our skilled
tradesmen and supervisors
to the project, right from the
start. We are the ones who live
with the building and solve all
the design and product selection
problems that surface after
it is occupied. This roll evolved
into leading inspections, building
commissioning and leading life
safety tests for some
of Manitoba’s largest and
most complex health care
facilities.
My enthusiasm and respect
for the critical roll of the
engineering technologist and
technician in industry must have
rubbed off as my three sons
have already completed, or are
pursuing career training at RRC’s
technology programs.

My dad had nothing but good things
to say about MANSCETT and the
critical rolls that technologists and
technicians have as a profession.
It really just came down to choosing
a discipline of study. Mechanical was
my first choice.

B

Semi-retirement for Bill means that he can
spend more time in his happy place —
building trails and racing on them, something
he has done for the last 30 years.
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Call for Board of Director nominations

B

Nominations are open

The Board of Directors provides strategic leadership, governance, establishes policy and oversees the
operations and financial performance of the CTTAM organization. New members are supported and
mentored by the existing Board of Directors to help ease the transition into this leadership role.
Our Nomination Committee recently announced the
nomination of Bernardo Pasco, C.E.T., to stand
for election to our Board of Directors.

Get on board!

Additional nominations may be made in writing by any
twenty-five members. Such nominations shall reach the
Executive Director properly endorsed, not later
than forty-five days prior to the Annual Meeting
in accordance with CTTAM By-law 7.3.

The Nomination Committee consists of:
• Serving Past President, Andrew Procca, C.E.T.;
• Past President, Kellie Orr, C.E.T. (Chair);
• Past President Grant Nicol, C.E.T., IntET (Canada);
• Certification Board Member Phelan Mar, C.E.T. and
• CTTAM CEO & Registrar Robert Okabe,
C.E.T., FEC (Hon), IntET (Canada)
Board of Director members are allowed to serve two
terms.

If there are no additional nominees, Bernardo will
be appointed at the AGM.

President
Ted Protosavage, C.E.T., MiM, P.Eng.

Board of Directors

President Elect
Josée Rémillard, C.E.T.

{

Past President
Andrew Procca, B.Tech., C.E.T., PMP

Directors
Chad Erickson, C.E.T.
Mariclaire Monton, C.E.T.
Grant Nicol, C.E.T., IntET (Canada)
Dana Shewchuk, C.E.T.
Elaine Vegh, C.E.T.
Shannon Nordal, C.E.T.
Harvey Kaita, Member-at-Large

Board of Directors member profile

Chad Erickson

Chad Erickson, C.E.T., has been employed
for the past six years with Amsted Rail
as a Control Specialist. He designs, manages,
and supports new and existing electrical and
automation infrastructure and control
systems to meet the demands of their
customers.

Driven

Chad has applied with Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba
to become an Engineering Licensee with a specified scope
of practice in controls and automation.
He is currently enrolled in the Project Management program
at Red River College.

He is a Red Seal Journeyman Construction Electrician
and currently holds an HC license, M-T license and
a City of Winnipeg Contractor license.
He also has been a member of CTTAM for five years and
is a Board Director since 2018.
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Amsted Rail is a global leader in truck assemblies and end-of-car
components for freight and passenger rail markets. They have
a global reach that spans six continents and a presence in every
major railroad marketplace.
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[ THE INSIDER ]

Gbenga Fadiya, C.E.T.

As a Telecommunication Technician, Gbenga provides a wide variety
of services to his employeer, G.A. Technical Solutions. He has worked
in this role for over two years.
What is your job title and employer?
I am a Telecommunication Technician
at G.A. Technical Solutions.
Where were you born?
I was born in Osun state, Nigeria and grew
up in Lagos state which is the commercial and
financial hub of Nigeria.
Which program of study did you take
and where?
I studied Electrical Electronics Engineering
with a bias in power systems from the Federal
Polytechnic Ado-Ekiti, Nigeria. It’s a five-year
program including a year of industrial
attachment where you have the hands-on
experience of what you have learn
theoretically leading to the award of a higher
national diploma which is an equivalent
of a bachelors degree.
What were your high school interests?
My interaction with physics and watching
Star Trek back then got me imagining things
particularly what goes on in outer space and
the possibility of using science and
engineering to solve problems. I thought
if I could join the air force it could help to
achieve my dream of going to space.
We don’t have space programs in Nigeria,
but these interests fuelled my interest
in science and engineering.
Gbenga is an internationally
educated electrical/
electronic technologist
with over five years
experience in
telecommunications.
He takes pride in always
providing a positive
customer experience.

How did you get into your line of work?
I have always been intrigued by the
technical aspect of everything and as stated
earlier my bias was in power systems
engineering, but the first organization
I worked for after graduation focused more
on telecommunication. Over time my
interest in this grew due to the curiosity
of what is going on in spatial space.
From there I’ve been greatly privileged
to work with some of the leading
telecommunication providers in Africa
delivering turn-key projects to major urban
and rural communities in Nigeria.
After migrating to Canada, I was blessed
to still find myself in the telecommunication
environment this time working with
G.A. Technical solutions which is a major
player in the deployment and servicing
of telecommunication infrastructures
to leading service providers in the country.

Professional
information
My job responsibilities are
varied because G.A. Technical
offers all aspects of technology.
I’m involved with the
installation of R.F. and
telecommunication equipment
and the configuration
of baseband radios and
network routers on cellular
mobility sites.
I also work on the install,
termination and testing of DC
power cables, antenna coaxial
cables and fibre optical cables.
Some of my duties include,
executing projects
according to customer
specification, reading and
interpretation of work orders,
circuit diagrams. Also the
ability to use required software
in carrying out assigned
responsibilities, using test
equipment to analyze,
troubleshoot and where
necessary locate point
of failure in a communication
system.

Who was your first employer after
graduation?
My first employer after graduation was
Dizeng of W.A. Limited. My position
as a Field Service Technician, exposed
me to the demands and rudiments of field
work. It involved the installation, servicing
and repair of Motorola 2-way radios and
also planning, installation and maintenance
of microwave radio systems.
Did you have a person and/or mentor
in your life that influenced your
education and career choice?
My education and career path, was hugely
influenced by my dad. He was a signal
engineer in the Nigerian Army. He allowed
me have access to his notes which exposed
me to telecommunications. Particularly
at that time I tried to understand Morse
code which I found interesting. I also liked
going through diagrams and drawings
of radio propagation and antenna designs
which didn’t make much sense then but
was fun to read. I was just around 10 years
of age and it sparked something in me.

Ever since then I have been captivated
by what can been achieved through
engineering.
Though I went to school and studied
Electrical Engineering, down the line
I still found my self back working
in my first exposure to engineering,
which is telecommunications.

The M anitoba Technologist — issue 4 2021 |
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The value of a CTTAM membership
Annual dues provide benefits

Our primary purpose is the certification and regulation of our members.
Membership in our organization provides our member professionals with the
additional information and resources they need in order to not only excel
in today’s competitive working environments, but to grow their professional
network and to prosper in their careers.
As a CTTAM member, you
are able to use one of two titles
— Certified Technician (C. Tech.)
or Certified Engineering Technologist
(C.E.T.).
These designations are recognized
by industry and employers and indicate
that you are a member of a respected
and professional association.

Membership benefits

As a CTTM member you:
• Gain a competitive employment
edge as numerous organizations
require CTTAM certification
as a job placement or upgrade
requirement;
• Are informed on leading
industry practices by attending
CTTAM sponsored professional
development and network events
(at discounted member prices

or in some instances free for
members), with attendance
on most courses applied against
Continuing Personal Development
(CPD) credits;
• Have the opportunity to learn
more from leaders in your
profession through our mentor
programs (mentoring time can
be credited towards your required
CPD);
• Stay informed of job
opportunities in your profession
through our job listings;
• Make an impact on students and
other professionals by sharing your
work experiences, expertise and
views as a CTTAM volunteer (time
spent as a volunteer can
be credited towards your required
CPD);

Our membership fees
CTTAM sets membership dues
at rates which provide our
members optimal value
for services while allowing for
a small contingency fund.
In 2021, certified member dues
remained at $200. Manitoba still
has one of the lowest dues when
compared to other associations
across Canada.

CTTAM
FIED
CERTI

• Have a say in association elections,
hold office and participate
on CTTAM committees;
• Benefit from discounts
on different services provided by
industry partners and
• Have access to the Canadian
Technical Employment Network
job bank.

Feedback

Articles, suggestions or constructive criticism regarding this publication, the Association, or other matters
of interest to Engineering and Applied Science Technicians and Technologists should be sent to:
CTTAM office
PO Box 70064 Kenaston PO
Winnipeg, MB R3P 0X6
204-784-1088
admin@cttam.com

Office hours
We are open from 8 am to 4 pm, Monday to Friday
(Closed at noon on Fridays until Friday, Sept. 10)

CTTAM staff
Robert Okabe, C.E.T., FEC (Hon), IntET (Canada)
CEO and Registrar

Lauren Gluck
Member Services Coordinator

Cathy Penner
Registration Services Coordinator
The Manitoba Technologist is published by the Certified Technicians and Technologists Association of Manitoba (CTTAM).
The opinions expressed by the authors do not necessarily reflect the official views of the Association. This newsletter acts
as a moderator without approving, disapproving or guaranteeing the validity or accuracy of any data, claim, or opinion
appearing under a byline or obtained or quoted from an acknowledged source.
CTTAM recognizes that Winnipeg is on Treaty 1 territory, the territory of the Anishinaabeg, the Nehiyaw, the Oji-Cree,
the Dakota, and the Dene Peoples and on the Homeland of the Métis Nation.
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Helping with your success
Enroll in our upcoming courses

We are set on providing our members with training that extends your knowledge and helps build
a strong foundation for your careers.

October 2021 courses
Both courses will be held in-person at the Victoria Inn,
1808 Wellington Avenue (Regency Room).

Basics of Supervising People – Level 2
Friday, October 29, 2021

Basics of Supervising People – Level 1
Friday, October 15, 2021

Course objectives
(Please note that “Level 2” builds on concepts introduced
in Level 1)
• Describe the key skills of an effective leader.
• Describe the benefits of building trust in the workplace,
and strategies to build trust.
• Explain the connection between your values and the
type of leader you are.
• Describe the benefits of effective communication in the
workplace, types of communication, the leader’s role in
communication.
• Demonstrate correct process for giving and receiving
feedback.
• List benefits, strategies, and actions for developing
a positive work environment.
• Describe the process for employee performance
management.
• Describe and use problem solving for dealing with
conflict.
• Develop a personal leadership action plan.

Course objectives
• Define the purpose of leadership and the role of the
leader.
• Identify characteristics of an effective leader.
• List the key competencies required for effective
leadership.
• Describe the five stages of team development and the
benefits of working as a team.
• Describe the reasons why work doesn’t get done and
how to manage employee performance effectively.
• List the benefits of planning work and describe how best
to plan work effectively.
• Describe situational leadership and how to apply
it in terms of delegating tasks.
Instructor: Ken Allen of SNAP Communications
More course information and the registration form is available
on our website.

Instructor: Ken Allen of SNAP Communications
More course information and the registration form is available
on our website.

Promoting the new National Technology Gateway
Helps professionals gain certification in Canada

The new national gateway website, Engineering Technology Canada,
provides information for Canadian graduates, internationally educated,
experienced practitioners and Canadian Armed Forces about the
certification process, registration requirements in general and
province-specific information.
For more information, visit the Engineering Technology Canada Website.
Andrew Procca, CTTAM’s Past President, Andrew Procca (pictured) was
recently interviewed for the new national technology gateway along
with Robert Okabe, CTTAM’s CEO & Registar and CTTAM Member,
Gbenga Thompson Fadiya, C.E.T.

The M anitoba Technologist — issue 4 2021 |
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World Skills and UNIDO partner for
2021 Hackathon event
Event focuses on making agri-business greener
Worldskills International (WSI) has partnered with the United Nations Industrial Development
Organization (UNIDO) and the European Training Foundation (ETF) to run an online hackathon that
focuses on solutions that can help make the supply chain management in agri-business more sustainable.

A total of 20 young professionals and
10 industry experts will be selected
to form five teams that will compete
at the Hackathon.

Please note that the selection of the
participants will be made based
on applications from the networks from
WSI, UNIDO, and ETF. While this will
ensure a wide range of diversity and
backgrounds of the applicants,
it will be a competitive selection
process.

The overall event schedule is as follows:
• Day 1: Sept. 20 — Kick-off (one
hour briefing) and online ideation
(two-hour co-creation);
• Day 2: Sept. 23 — Hackathon Part I
(eight hours)
• Day 3: Sept 24 — Hackathon Part
II (four hours) followed by a live
demo and an award ceremony

The team that develops the best
solution will receive EUR 4,000 cash
prize, the second best will receive EUR
2,500 cash prize, and the third winner
will receive EUR 1,000 cash prize.

Questions? Contact Grace Lung, Senior
Manager of Partnership Programmers
at WorldSkills International.

Event schedule
Day 1
Sept. 20 — Kick off, online ideation and co-creation
session
Day 2
Sept. 23 — Hackathon (8 hours)
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Day 3
Sept. 24 — Hackathon (4 hours), outcomes,
live demo and Award ceremony

{

The Hackathon is looking for both
young professionals (under 30 years
old) and industry experts with the following qualifications and backgrounds
to apply:
• Young professionals who have
skills and experiences in Web
Technologies, Graphic Design,
App Development, Game
Development, Marketing and
Communications, or have
vocational training backgrounds
that are related to the “green
industry” (e.g. water management,
renewable energy) and
• Industry experts who are from
vocational training institutions
or representatives from companies
that are going through green
transition and have a track
record of their sustainability
achievements. The industry
experts will act as mentors and
be fully integrated into the teams.

More information and the registration form
can be found on the UNIDO website.

Limited license available

Non-engineers and non-geoscientists can apply
The Specified Scope of Practice License, introduced in Manitoba in 2018 by the Engineers Geoscientists
Manitoba, allows non-engineers and non-geoscientists to practice within a specific scope of engineering
or geoscience.
Specified Scope of Practice License
The organization offers a specified scope of practice license
that recognizes the combination of education and extensive
experience as potential for qualification. There is a specifice
registration that one must follow to apply for this special
license.

To be eligible for the Specified Scope of Practice License
you must:
• Currently hold a Specified Scope of Practice License
(limited license) with another Canadian provincial
association, OR
Continued on page 13.
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[ IN THE COMMUNITY ]
Continued from page 13.

Gather Required Documentation

• Official Transcript(s): Request the university/college
to issue an official transcript(s) directly to the EGM
to the attention of the Pre-Registration Coordinator.
All transcripts MUST be mailed to the Association
directly in a sealed envelope. Student-issued
transcripts are not acceptable. A PDF of Proof
of Manitoba Residency (Manitoba driver’s license;

or two documents that include your name and current
address). (Important Note: If you are sending banking
statements as proof be sure to remove your account
details).
• A PDF of your detailed chronological resume,
demonstrating the number of years of experience
and schooling.
• A completed Discipline of Practice Form.

Questions?

The Pre-Registration Program Coordinator, Chantelle Cabral,
oversees the Specified Scope of Practice License (SSPL)
applicants. Contact Chantelle at Engineers Geoscientists
Manitoba if you have questions about the Specified Scope
of Practice requirements at 204-474-2736 ext. 239.
For more information on the SSPL visit the Engineers
Geoscientists Manitoba website.

2021 Annual General Meeting
Attendance counts as a CPD activity

Register now
Limited spaces

B

• Obtain a degree or diploma in applied science and
technology with a minimum of four years in scope
experience (Eight years including schooling), OR
• Obtain a degree or diploma in science
or equivalent in math, physics, and basic
sciences, with a minimum of four years in scope
experience (Eight years including schooling), OR
• Obtain a non-accredited degree with a minimum
of 15 years experience in your proposed scope of
practice. (Note: This option will take longer
to process).

Please join us at our annual meeting and hear about your association’s achivements during the year.
You will also learn the results of our general election for Board of Directors members.
Save the date - October 7

Our 56th AGM is scheduled for Thursday, October 7,
at 6:15 p.m. at the Holiday Inn Airport West, located
at 2520 Portage Avenue.
A highbred event is planned with a limited number
of attendees. Members can also attend the AGM virtually
via ZOOM.

Fully vaccinated

All attendees must be fully vaccinated and provide proof
of vaccination. Safety and following current health
mandates is our top priority.

Certified members interested in attending the AGM must
register by completing the registration form found
on our website.

Log a CPD credit

Attending the AGM also qualifies for a Continuing
Professional Development credit. So don’t forget to mark
your calendars, attend the meeting and track your
attendance online within your member CPD account.
For more information, please contact Cathy Penner,
Registration Services Coordinator, or at 204-784-1082.

Keep in touch
Ensure you are receiving our updates, especially in these times of rapidly changing developments.
We regularly send out emails announcing events and professional development seminars. If you are not receiving these emails,
contact us at admin@cttam.com or call 204-784-1081.
We will gladly update your email address on your member profile and update contact information.
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[ INDUSTRY CONNECTIONS ]

Your gift offers a brighter future
At Red River College, there are various ways to give. Your generous donations and investments
in the College community and student learning experience can go a long way to make a difference
in so many lives.
A way to give
There are many ways you can customize your gift to create
your personal impact, legacy and story. All avenues for
giving at Red River College (RRC) strive to support our
students and together with you, our supporters, we can
invest in brighter futures for our graduates.

Endowed gifts are ideal vehicles through which to make
a gift today that has long-term impact on the College and our
students. You receive a receipt for the full amount of your gift
today, giving you immediate tax savings.

An endowment is one of the ways that CTTAM supports RRC
students.
Endowments
RRC endowments are gifts of cash where the College invests
the entire donation and only the interest is used to fund
initiatives for the purpose established at the time the fund
was initiated; anyone can add to the endowment fund at any
time.

“By making a donation, CTTAM helps
RRC students continue to have access
to activities and programming that
empower people to be everything
they want to be.”
Robert Okabe, C.E.T., FEC (Hon), IntET (Canada)
CTTAM CEO and Registrar

Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba
Annual golf tournament

Engineers Geoscientists Manitoba held their annual golf tournament on Thursday, August 19
at the Quarry Oaks Golf Course in Steinbach. Attendance restrictions were in place allowing
only people who were fully vaccinated to attend.
Representing CTTAM (from left to right):
Josée Rémillard, C.E.T. (President Elect); Andrew Procca, C.E.T. (Past President) and
Robert Okabe, C.E.T., FEC (Hon), IntET (Canada) (CEO & Registrar).

Our strategic partners
Building on our strategic connections

Having strategic partnerships provides CTTAM and its associates with mutual opportunities to build
brand loyalties with our members, along with increased opportunities to attract and retain
highly-skilled technicians and technologists.
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[ THE INSIDER ]

CPD — keeping competent
We are here to help

Your continuing professional development (CPD) plan
is important because it ensures that you continue
to be competent in your chosen trade or profession.
It’s a career-long obligation for our membership’s
practicing professionals.
You may be already doing tasks that qualify as a CPD
credit such as reading a technical paper, watching our
recent AGM video and training a co-worker.
Mandatory reporting of your CPD activities started this year. Activities such as peer training, volunteering and employer provided
training, all qualify for your CPD credits as well as attending our annual general meeting.
There are a wide variety of activities and actions that can enhance your professionalism and will reward you with credits which
count towards your CPD program.

Deadblienre31
Decem

The four activity categories for our CPD program are:

1
Formal Activities
• Seminars (more than 4 hours)
• Structured courses
• Technical training
• Technical education program
Examples: Employer provided courses/
seminars, on-the-job technical training.

2
Informal Activities
• Workshops (less than 4 hours)
• On-the-job training
• Read technical journals
• Learn a technical application
Examples: Reading a technical paper;
attending the AGM in-person or virtually
and training a co-worker..

3

CPD reporting tips and
information

Peer and Professional Interaction
Participation
• Mentor or be mentored
• Training of a co-worker
• Demonstrate a technical application
to colleagues
• Learn a technical application from
colleagues
• Be involved with the profession

• Make sure you are using the right
browser to login into our website
to report your CPD — up-to-date
versions of Chrome and/or Firefox.

Examples: Training co-workers;
participating as an instructor
in a webinar/seminar.

• Review the main activity categories.
You may be already doing tasks that
qualify for CPD credits.

4
Contributions to the Profession
• Present research
• Volunteer in the workplace
or community
• Write technical articles and papers

• Internet Explorer will not work for
reporting your CPD progress online.

• Other provincial engineering and
applied science technology regulators
require CPD reporting and will insist
on CPD for inter-provincial mobility.
• All certified CTTAM members are
required to report CPD in 2021.
The deadline to report CPD for 2021
is December 31, 2021.

Examples: Writing a technical report/
paper; volunteer on a CTTAM committee;
volunteer as a program auditor for TAC.

More information on developing and reporting your CPD activities is available on our website.
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The numbers tell the story when it comes
to the benefits of owning Engineers
Canada-sponsored Insurance Plans
created exclusively for you by Manulife.

$50,000

The additional amount of coverage
available at no extra cost for up to
two years for first-time Term Life
Insurance applicants.1

$15,000

Maximum monthly benefit available
for Disability Insurance.

100%

Return of Premium if you die of
any cause while your coverage is
in force and you have not received
(or were not eligible for) payment
of the Critical Illness benefit.

Protection is in the numbers

+
,
100 000
of your peers enjoy these benefits.
You can, too.

$1.50

That’s all it costs per month
for $25,000 worth of
Major Accident Protection.

$2,579

Average spent on out-of-pocket
health care costs by Canadian
households.2 Health & Dental
Insurance can help you save.

$211,000

Average mortgage balance in
Canada.3 Combine your mortgage
with other debts and bank accounts,
save thousands on interest, and be
debt-free faster with Manulife One®.
1
2
3

See full First-Time Applicant Offer eligibility and offer details at www.manulife.ca/newmember.
Statistics Canada, “Household spending, Canada, regions and provinces,” November 25, 2019.
CMHC, “Mortgage and Consumer Credit Trends National Report – Q4 2019,” December 2019.

Underwritten by

The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company (Manulife).
Manulife, Stylized M Design, Manulife & Stylized M Design, and Manulife are trademarks of
The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company and are used by it, and by its affiliates under license.
© 2021 The Manufacturers Life Insurance Company. All rights reserved. Manulife, P.O. Box 670,
Stn Waterloo, Waterloo, ON N2J 4B8.
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Learn more about how
these plans can benefit you.
www.manulife.ca/cttam
1 877 598-2273

